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Abstract 1	
The antifungal agent 6-aminocholestanol targets the production of ergosterol, which is the 2	
principle sterol in many fungi and protozoans; ergosterol serves many of the same roles as 3	
cholesterol in animals. We found that it also is an effective inhibitor of the translation-4	
initiation factor eIF4AI from mouse (eIF4AIMus) and the Trypanosomatid parasite Leishmania 5	
(LieIF4A). The eIF4A proteins belong to the DEAD-box family of RNA helicases, which are 6	
ATP-dependent RNA-binding proteins and RNA-dependent ATPases. DEAD-box proteins 7	
contain a commonly-shared core structure consisting of two linked domains with structural 8	
homology to that of recombinant protein A (RecA) and that contain conserved motifs that are 9	
involved in RNA and ATP binding, and in the enzymatic activity. The compound inhibits 10	
both the ATPase and helicase activities by perturbing ATP and RNA binding, and it is 11	
capable of binding other proteins containing nucleic acid-binding sites as well. We undertook 12	
kinetic analyses and found that the Leishmania LieIF4A protein binds 6-aminocholestanol 13	
with a higher apparent affinity than for ATP, although multiple binding sites were probably 14	
involved. Competition experiments with the individual RecA-like domains indicate that the 15	
primary binding sites are on RecA-like domain 1, and they include a cavity that we previously 16	
identified by molecular modeling of LieIF4A that involve conserved RNA-binding motifs. 17	
The compound affects the mammalian and Leishmania proteins differently, which indicates 18	
the binding sites and affinities are not the same. Thus, it is possible to develop drugs that 19	
target DEAD-box proteins from different organisms even when they are implicated in the 20	
same biological process. 21	
 22	
 23	
 24	
 25	
Keywords (5): Leishmania infantum; drug design; hippuristanol; RNA helicase; translation-26	
initiation factor 27	
 28	
  29	
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1. Introduction 1	

 Leishmaniases are neglected tropical diseases caused by the Trypanosomatid parasite 2	

Leishmania that affect mostly developing countries with limited public health resources. Each 3	

year it is estimated that there are around 0.7 to 1.2 million new cases of cutaneous 4	

leishmaniasis (CL) and about 0.2 to 0.4 million new cases of the most severe form of the 5	

disease, visceral leishmaniasis (VL), which is typically fatal if left untreated [1]. 6	

Leishmaniases require adequate control measures, clinical vaccines and effective drug 7	

treatments. The current drug treatment regimes for leishmaniasis have recently been reviewed 8	

[3]. They include liposomal amphotericin B (LAMB), pentavalent antimonials monotherapy 9	

and pentavalent antimonials in combination with topical agents, such as paromomycin for 10	

VL/CL, pentoxifylline or allopurinol for CL and pentoxyfylline for mucocutaneous 11	

leishmaniasis (MCL). Other systemic mono-therapies are recommended such as miltefosine 12	

for VL/CL or pentamidine for CL/MCL. Moreover, alternative combination regimens are 13	

available for CL and VL. However, these drugs are expensive and are often associated with 14	

toxicities and adverse side effects. Moreover, there is the risk of the parasites developing drug 15	

resistance. Effective vaccines against Leishmania are still under development [4]. Thus, there 16	

is an urgent need to develop more selective, less expensive new drugs. In this vein, we are 17	

interested in finding inhibitors of the DEAD-box helicases from Leishmania. 18	

 DEAD-box helicases are ubiquitous proteins that are associated with all processes 19	

involving RNA, from transcription, processing, transport, translation and to RNA decay [5, 20	

6]. They are ancestral proteins that are found in all three kingdoms of life. In vitro, the 21	

characterized proteins are ATP-dependent RNA-binding proteins and RNA-dependent 22	

ATPases. Moreover, they have been shown to disrupt short RNA-RNA and RNA-DNA 23	

duplexes, albeit inefficiently [6, 7]. In vivo, DEAD-box proteins are highly specific and 24	

highly regulated; specificity is probably conferred by the cellular context and associated 25	
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cofactors [8]. Their importance to the cell is indicated by the large number of variants DEAD-1	

box proteins. For example, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has 25 different DEAD-box 2	

helicases that are mostly essential and rarely interchangeable [9]. Humans have 36 different 3	

proteins and L. major has 28 [10, 11]. 4	

 The DEAD-box proteins are characterized by conserved core structures consisting of 5	

two linked domains with structural homology with that of recombinant protein A (RecA). The 6	

RecA-like domains contain eleven conserved motifs that are involved in ATP and RNA 7	

binding, and in the enzymatic activity [6, 7, 12]. The Q motif is involved in adenine 8	

recognition; motifs Ia, GG, Ib, IV, QxxR and V bind the RNA; and motifs I (Walker A 9	

motif), II (Walker B motif), III, V and VI interact with the phosphoanhydride backbone of the 10	

ATP. Binding of ATP and RNA promote a "closed" conformation of the two RecA-like 11	

domains, which has a high affinity for the ligands. Hydrolysis of the ATP and subsequent 12	

phosphate release promotes an "open" conformation where the RecA-like domains are not 13	

constrained relative to one another and that have low affinity for the RNA. In addition, 14	

DEAD-box proteins have variable amino- and carboxyl-terminal extensions, as well as 15	

insertions and deletions within the core domains.  16	

 Because of their important cellular roles, these helicases are potential targets for 17	

therapeutic and prophylactic agents [13-16]. The mammalian DEAD-box proteins eIF4AI and 18	

eIF4AII, which are translation-initiation factors, have been of particular interest for screening 19	

for candidate drugs [17]. One such compound is hippuristanol. Hippuristanol is a 20	

hydroxycholestanol (a steroid derivative) isolated from the coral Isis hippuris [18]. It is an 21	

allosteric inhibitor of RNA binding to eIF4A most likely by locking the two RecA-like 22	

domains in an aberrant closed conformation [19]. The proposed binding site encompasses and 23	

extends beyond motifs V and VI, and it is thought to be unique to eIF4A-like proteins; as a 24	

consequence, it shows little inhibition of other tested DEAD-box proteins [19]. 25	
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 We previously showed that LieIF4A (LinJ01.0780/LinJ01.0790) was a probable 1	

ortholog of eIF4A in L. infantum (a causal species of visceral leishmaniasis), which was 2	

consistent with the results of others [20-22]. We subsequently used molecular modeling, 3	

molecular dynamics and docking simulations of LieIF4A to identify potential drug targets on 4	

the protein, and then we screened potential candidates for these sites through an analysis of 5	

the RNA-dependent ATPase activity [23]. The various compounds inhibit both LieIF4A and 6	

mouse eIF4AI (eIF4AIMus), although we noted that there are significant differences in the 7	

enzymatic properties. We found that the epimeric compound 6-α/ß-aminocholestanol is of 8	

particular interest; the data are consistent with it binding the RecA-like domain 1 of LieIF4A 9	

at a pocket consisting of the RNA-interacting motifs Ia, GG and Ib, and a short three-amino-10	

acid insertion that was absent in the alignments of other DEAD-box proteins [23]. The pocket 11	

is predicted to exist only in the open conformation of the RecA-like domains, which exhibits 12	

more conformational flexibility. This result is noteworthy because the compound has 13	

significant structural similarity to hippuristanol even though the initial screening of 14	

compounds was constrained only for sites detected through the modeling. We validated the 6-15	

aminocholestanol with experimental assays on extracellular promastigotes (IC50 = 4.1 µM) 16	

and on intramacrophage amastigotes (IC50 = 1.4 µM); it showed little toxicity on the host cell 17	

(CC50 = 43.4 µM). Thus, 6-aminocholestanol exhibited a selectivity index of 31.7, which 18	

makes it a promising anti-Leishmania molecule [23]. 19	

 In this study, we have further characterized the effects of 6-aminocholestanol on 20	

LieIF4A, and we have made additional comparisons between LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus. Both 21	

the Leishmania and mouse proteins are sensitive to the compound but in different ways; we 22	

find that the inhibitory effects probably involve different binding pockets on the two proteins. 23	

This indicates that in principle drugs can specifically target DEAD-box proteins with the 24	
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same function from different organisms, which is desirable for the selective treatment of 1	

parasitic infections such as Leishmaniases. 2	

 3	

2. Materials and methods 4	

2.1. Compounds and proteins 5	

 A limited amount of the isomeric 6-aminocholestanol was obtained directly from the 6	

synthesizing laboratory [24]. It consisted of a mix of 84% 6-α-aminocholestanol and 16% 6-7	

ß-aminocholestanol. We previously showed that the pure epimer 6-α-aminocholestanol gave 8	

similar results [23]. The compound was dissolved in ultrapure anhydrous DMSO (D2650; 9	

Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) to make stock solutions. Solutions were stored at -20°C 10	

until needed. BSA and Gp32 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.  11	

 12	

2.2. Protein expression and purification 13	

The mutant RecA-like domain 1 (1–238; D1-GAT) was amplified from the previously 14	

described K76A mutant of LieIF4A and domain 1 oligonucleotides [20, 25]. In brief, the gene 15	

was amplified with oligonucleotides LieIF2_up (5' GCG CGA CTA GTC ATA TGG CGC 16	

AGA ATG ATA AGA TCG 3'), which contained SpeI and NdeI sites, and LieIFD1_3’ (5’ 17	

GCG CGC TCG AGC GTC AGG CTC TCG CGC TTC 3’), which contained an XhoI site; 18	

regions of hybridization are shown underlined. The product was digested with NdeI and XhoI, 19	

purified by electrophoretic separation on a 1% agarose gel and eluted, and then it was cloned 20	

into the pET-22b (Merck-Novagen, Darmstadt, Germany) expression vector digested with the 21	

same enzymes. The final construct was verified by sequencing. 22	

 The mouse eIF4AI gene (DDX2A; P60843) was a gift from Patrick Linder [26]. It was 23	

similarly PCR amplified with oligonucleotides IF41_Mus_up (5' GCG CGA CTA GTC ATA 24	

TGT CTG CGA GTC AGG ATT CT 3') and IF41_Mus_low (5' GCG CGC TCG AGA ATG 25	
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AGG TCA GCA ACG TTG A 3') that contained the same restriction sites as described for 1	

LieIF4A. Cloning into pET22b was as described above. The construction of the other 2	

expression vectors for LieIF4A (1–403), LieIF4A RecA-like domain 1 (1–238; LieIF4A-D1) 3	

and LieIF4A RecA-like domain 2 (239–403; LieIF4A-D2) was as previously described [20, 4	

25].  5	

 The His6-tagged recombinant proteins were expressed in the Rosetta Escherichia coli 6	

strain, and the proteins were purified as previously described [20, 23, 25]. In parallel, 7	

catalytically inactivated proteins (GAT mutation of motif I) were purified to test for 8	

contaminating ATPases; these proteins showed a background activity of only a few percent of 9	

the wildtype proteins. Protein concentrations were determined by the Bio-Rad Protein Dye 10	

assay using BSA as a standard. The purity and concentrations were verified by 11	

electrophoretically separating the proteins on a 12% polyacrylamide Laemmli gel (Bio-Rad 12	

Mini-Protean; Hercules, CA, USA) containing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS-PAGE), and the 13	

proteins were visualized by staining the gels with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. Purified 14	

proteins were stored in 50% glycerol at -80 °C until needed.  15	

 16	

2.3. ATPase assay 17	

 We used a colorimetric assay to measure the phosphate released during ATP 18	

hydrolysis based on Malachite green as previously described [20]. The reaction buffers 19	

contained 50 mM potassium acetate, 20 mM MES, pH 6, 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.1 20	

mg/mL BSA and various concentrations of whole yeast RNA (Type XI-C, Sigma-Aldrich). 21	

We added 5 mM magnesium acetate to the LieIF4A reactions and 1 mM to those with 22	

eIF4AIMus; mouse eIF4AI was inhibited by high Mg2+ concentrations while LieIF4A was 23	

optimally active at the higher concentration [20]. Reactions were started by adding ATP and 24	

then incubated at 37 °C for various times in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes. Then, 50 µL aliquots 25	
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were taken and pipetted into 96 well microtiter plates. Reactions were stopped by making the 1	

solutions ~60 mM in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Each reaction was done in 50 2	

µL volumes. The absorption at 630 nm was converted to phosphate concentration by a 3	

reference curve generated from a dilution series of a known phosphate concentration (0.1 mM 4	

Pi standard; Innova Biosciences). Reaction velocities were determined by a linear regression 5	

fit of the phosphate generated against time. Only the initial, linear phases of the curves were 6	

used. Velocities were determined for at least three independent experiments for each reaction 7	

condition. Data were analyzed with Kaleidagraph (Synergy). 8	

 9	

2.4. RNA helicase activity 10	

 RNA helicase assays were similar to those previously described [27]. In brief, we used 11	

a 45-nucleotide-long RNA (K06; 5′ GGG CUA GCA CCG UAA AGC AAG UUA AUU 12	

CAA AAC AAA ACA AAA GCU 3′) that was transcribed in vitro by T7 RNA polymerase 13	

off of a HindIII-linearized template using the MEGAshortscript kit (Ambion ThermoFisher 14	

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The RNA products were separated by electrophoresis on a 15	

8% PAGE gel containing 7 M urea, and the band corresponding to the desired product was 16	

eluted, extracted with phenol, extracted with chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1) and ethanol 17	

precipitated as previously described [28]. The centrifuged and dried pellet was resuspended in 18	

20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA and stored at -20 °C until needed. A 13-nucleotide-19	

long RNA oligonucleotide (Hyb13-RNA; 5' CUU UAC GGU GCU A 3'; Dharmacon/Thermo 20	

Scientific,	Lafayette, CO, USA) that was complementary to K06 was labeled at the 5' end 21	

with γ-32P-ATP (~3000 Ci/mmole; PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and T4 polynucleotide 22	

kinase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA for 30 minutes at 37 °C, heat inactivated at 23	

65 °C for 20 minutes, and stored at -20 °C until needed.  24	
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 The duplex was made by incubating 32P-Hyb13 RNA with K06 RNA at equimolar 1	

concentrations in a solution containing 50 µM of each RNA, 200 mM potassium acetate 20 2	

mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and 0.1 mM EDTA. Annealing was accomplished with a MyCycler 3	

PCR (Bio-Rad) by heating to 80 °C for 30 seconds, slow cooling to 50 °C and incubating for 4	

30 minutes, slow cooling to 30 °C and incubating for another 30 minutes and finally slow 5	

cooling to 4 °C. The duplex was subsequently extracted with phenol, extracted with 6	

chloroform-isoamyl alcohol and ethanol precipitated. The centrifuged and dried pellet was 7	

resuspended in a buffer containing 200 mM potassium acetate, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 and 8	

0.1 mM EDTA at a duplex concentration of ~8 µM. The solution was incubated at 37 °C for 1 9	

hour to ensure the duplex was equilibrated. Duplexes were stored at -20 °C until needed. The 10	

duplex had a calculated Gibbs free energy of -18.8 kcal/mole (-78.7 J/mole) in 1 M NaCl at 11	

37 °C, by using the published nearest-neighbor-free-energy values [29]. 12	

 Assays were done under the same buffer conditions as those used for the ATPase 13	

experiments. Reactions typically contained 50 nM of the 32P-duplex, 1 mM ATP and 1 µM of 14	

an 18-nucleotide-long DNA oligonucleotide that was complementary to Hyb13 (α-Hyb1; 5' 15	

CTA GCA CCG TAA AGC AAG 3'). The 20-fold excess of α-Hyb1 oligonucleotide trapped 16	

the released Hyb13 RNA during the reaction and prevented it from re-annealing on the K06 17	

RNA. Various concentrations of proteins were tested but we typically used 200 to 250 nM 18	

LieIF4A and 1000 nM eIF4AIMus. The higher amount of eIF4AIMus was needed to compensate 19	

for its weaker helicase activity and to facilitate comparisons. Reactions were carried out at 37 20	

°C for various times, the products were separated by electrophoresis on a 15% 21	

polyacrylamide gel at 4 °C under nondenaturing conditions, and the corresponding bands 22	

were quantified with an imaging plate (Fujifilm BAS-IP MS 2025) and a Typhoon FLA9500 23	

(GE Healthcare) phosphoimager. Data were analyzed with Optiquant (Packard) and 24	

Kaleidagraph software. 25	
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 1	

2.5. Molecular modeling, molecular dynamics, cavity analysis and docking simulations 2	

 We used two models of LieIF4A that corresponded to the ligand-free form ("open") 3	

and ligand-bound form ("closed") that were constructed and subjected to 2 ns molecular 4	

dynamics (MD) simulations as previously described [23]. We took 100 snapshots of their 5	

trajectories to perform an exhaustive search of the cavities using an in-house software based 6	

on Lee and Richards solvent accessible surface detection algorithm [30], called mkgridX [31]. 7	

The cavities for each snapshot structure were identified by clustering as previously described 8	

[23]. Individual cavities less than 12 Å3, the volume of a water molecule, were discarded. 9	

Cavities from different snapshots were clustered by protein contact similarity to define sites, 10	

called P1, P2, etc. Likewise, cavities also were detected on solved crystal structures for the 11	

human/mouse ortholog eIF4AI (DDX2A; PDB 3EIQ, chain D), the T4 bacteriophage Gp32 12	

protein (PDB 1GPC) and bovine serum albumin (PDB 3V03, chains A, B). 13	

 Molecular docking of 6-α-aminocholestanol was performed with AutoDock 4.2 [32], 14	

and we targeted all pockets identified on Gp32, DDX2A, BSA and on the 200 snapshots of 15	

both conformations of LieIF4A. PDBQT files of the ligand and the receptors were prepared 16	

using AutoDock Tools. One receptor file was generated per protein or snapshot by adding all 17	

the hydrogen atoms, adding the Gasteiger atomic charges, deleting nonpolar hydrogens and 18	

merging their charges with the carbon atoms, assigning atom types, detecting a root atom for 19	

the torsion tree and finally defining the rotatable bonds. The grid maps required by AutoDock 20	

were generated using AutoGrid [32] for each pocket by using the corresponding receptor file 21	

and by focusing on the geometrical center of the pocket defined by the ensemble of its 22	

residues. Point spacing was 0.375 Å. The Lamarckian Genetic algorithm of AutoDock 4 was 23	

used for the conformation search step, and it was coupled to a clustering analysis step. 24	
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 The docking poses with the lowest docking scores on each cavity were retained. Poses 1	

with an estimated energy of binding higher than -6 kcal/mol were considered as 2	

nonsignificant [33]. For the retained docking poses, we generated the corresponding 3	

interaction diagrams using LigPlot+ with its default parameters [34]. Structures were 4	

visualized and manipulated with Swiss-PDBViewer 4.1.0 5	

(http://www.expasy.org/spdbv/)[35]. Protein surfaces with the electrostatic potentials were 6	

done with the default settings.  7	

 8	

3. Results 9	

3.1. 6-aminocholestanol competitively inhibits the ATPase activity 10	

 We previously compared the ATPase activity of LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus and found 11	

that 6-aminocholestanol inhibited both proteins to a similar extent [23]. In this work, we 12	

undertook more extensive kinetic analyses of the mode of inhibition on LieIF4A. DEAD-box 13	

proteins are RNA-dependent ATPases, so we determined the Michaelis–Menten parameters 14	

with saturating concentrations of RNA in the absence or presence of different quantities of 6-15	

aminocholestanol (Fig. 1a). We obtained a Km of 150 ± 20 µM (standard error of the 16	

regression) in the absence of the compound, which showed a higher binding affinity than 17	

what we previously measured (350 µM) [20]. Similarly, the kcat (Vmax/[LieIF4A]) was 2.4 ± 18	

0.1 min-1, which was 2-fold higher than our previously measured value. This probably 19	

reflected the different RNA substrates, protein preparations and particularly the presence of 20	

DMSO. 21	

 22	
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 1	
Fig. 1. ATPase reaction velocities of LieIF4A. The means and standard deviations are shown 2	
for three or more independent experiments. The values were fit to the nonlinear Michaelis–3	
Menten equation v = Vmax[S]/(Km + [S]), where [S] is the substrate concentration, Km is the 4	
Michaelis–Menten binding constant and Vmax the maximum reaction velocity, using 5	
Kaleidagraph software. All the reactions were done in the presence of 10% DMSO and 820 6	
nM LieIF4A. Red o, no added compound; blue □, 100 µM 6-aminocholestanol; green ◊, 300 7	
µM 6-aminocholestanol. (a) The reaction velocities of LieIF4A with 340 ng/µl RNA and 8	
different concentrations of ATP, in the presence or absence of 6-aminocholestanol, are as 9	
indicated. (b) The reaction velocities of LieIF4A with 5 mM ATP at different concentrations 10	
of whole yeast RNA in the presence or absence of 6-aminocholestanol.  11	
 12	

 With the addition of 100 µM 6-aminocholestanol, the kinetic parameters were a Km of 13	

1100 ± 200 µM and a kcat of 2.5 ± 0.2 min-1 (Fig. 1a). This was initially perplexing because 14	

the pronounced increase in the Km for ATP indicated that the compound was reducing the 15	

affinity of LieIF4A for ATP rather than for RNA, which would have been expected to affect 16	

the kcat. Similarly, with 300 µM 6-aminocholestanol we obtained a Km of 3700 ± 2600 µM 17	

and a kcat of 1.2 ± 0.4 min-1 (Fig 1a). This measured weak binding affinity for ATP was near 18	

the limit of sensitivity of our experimental assay, and consequently the values showed much 19	

higher uncertainty. Nevertheless, the values were again consistent with the compound 20	

primarily weakening ATP binding.  21	

 The Lineweaver–Burke plot was consistent with competitive inhibition of ATP 22	

binding. We subsequently fit our data to various formulations of the Dixon plot [36]. There 23	

was significant variability in the data but we obtained an inhibition constant, Ki, of around 35 24	
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to 100 µM, which indicated a higher binding affinity for 6-aminocholestanol than for ATP. 1	

Competitive inhibition was most consistent with the compound directly competing with ATP 2	

for the binding site on the protein rather than blocking the RNA. However, it was previously 3	

shown that ligands (RNA and ATP) show positive cooperative binding to eIF4AIMus [37]. 4	

Consequently, it was possible that 6-aminocholestanol binding at the RNA site could alter the 5	

affinity of the protein for ATP and consequently allosterically affect ATP binding. This 6	

would be consistent with our molecular modeling studies that indicated that the binding site 7	

exists only in the open conformation of the RecA-like domains [23]. Thus, the compound 8	

might "lock" the protein in a conformation that had a low affinity for ligands. 9	

 10	

3.2. 6-aminocholestanol competitively inhibits RNA binding 11	

 We initially tried electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA)[38] with fluorescent-12	

labeled RNA oligonucleotides (5' Cy5-UCA UAC UUU UCU UUU CUU UUC CAU C-3') to 13	

measure the effects of the compound on RNA binding. Unfortunately, the relatively weak 14	

RNA binding and high protein concentrations that were needed gave a weak signal that was 15	

not easy to interpret. Consequently, we used Michaelis–Menten kinetics to measure the 16	

effects of varying the concentration of whole yeast RNA under saturating ATP concentrations 17	

in the presence and absence of 6-aminocholestanol. There was experimental scatter, but the 18	

data showed a good fit to the nonlinear Michaelis–Menten equation (Fig 1b). Again, the 19	

compound primarily reduced the binding affinities (higher Km) for RNA; the values for kcat 20	

were 2.3 ± 0.1 min-1 in the absence of compound, 1.9 ± 0.1 min-1 with 100 µM 6-21	

aminocholestanol and 0.71 ± 0.09 min-1 with 300 µM. The whole yeast RNA represented a 22	

heterogeneous mix of substrates, and consequently the actual concentration of the RNA 23	

substrates was unknown; thus we could only determine relative Km values. We found that the 24	

Km for the RNA was increased 3.6 ± 0.7–fold with 100 µM of the compound, which was 25	
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consistent with 6-aminocholestanol indirectly affecting ATP binding and catalysis by 1	

interfering with RNA binding, but the results were not conclusive. 2	

 3	

3.3. 6-aminocholestanol binds to nucleic acid-binding proteins 4	

 In our initial modeling, molecular dynamics and docking simulations, 6-5	

aminocholestanol bound in a pocket formed in the open conformation of the protein that 6	

consisted, in part, by RNA-interacting motifs Ia, GG and Ib, which are within RecA-like 7	

domain 1 [23]. If this were true, then domain 1 should bind the compound independently of 8	

the rest of the protein. We tested this by using the isolated RecA-like domain 1 as a 9	

competitor for compound binding in the ATPase assays. LieIF4A showed a reaction velocity 10	

of 1.89 µM/min in the presence of RNA and 10% DMSO, which we defined as a relative 11	

activity of 100% (Table 1). LieIF4A had ~8% of the ATPase activity in the absence of RNA 12	

(0.16/1.89). The RNA-dependent ATPase activity was reduced nearly 8-fold by the presence 13	

of 300 µM 6-aminocholestanol (1.89/0.24; Table 1).  14	

 15	
Table 1. The RNA-dependent ATPase activity. 

Proteina RNAb 6-NH-cholestanolc V (µM/min)d Relativee 
LieIF4A + – 1.89 ± 0.25 1.00 ± 0.13 
LieIF4A – – 0.16 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 
LieIF4A + + 0.24 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01 

LieIF4A + D1 + – 2.28 ± 0.20 1.21 ± 0.10 
LieIF4A + D1 + + 1.67 ± 0.07 0.88 ± 0.04 

LieIF4A + D1-GAT + – 1.34 ± 0.15 0.71 ± 0.08 
LieIF4A + D1-GAT + + 1.29 ± 0.19 0.68 ± 0.10 

LieIF4A + D2 + – 1.60 ± 0.18 0.85 ± 0.10 
LieIF4A + D2 + + 1.08 ± 0.06 0.57 ± 0.03 

LieIF4A + Gp32 + – 1.99 ± 0.24* 1.05 ± 0.13* 
LieIF4A + Gp32 + + 1.63 ± 0.06 0.86 ± 0.03 
LieIF4A + BSA + – 1.72 ± 0.13 0.91 ± 0.07 
LieIF4A + BSA + + 0.24 ± 0.05* 0.13 ± 0.02* 

D1 – – 0.16 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.02 
D1 – + 0.27 ± 0.17 0.14 ± 0.09 
D1 + – 0.40 ± 0.17 0.21 ± 0.09 
D1 + + 0.20 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.01 

D1-GAT + – 0.18 ± 0.09 0.10 ± 0.05 
D2 + – 0.03 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 
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a LieIF4A (1-403), 820 nM; D1, RecA-like domain 1 (1–238), 8.8 µM; D1-GAT, 8.7 
µM; D2, RecA-like domain 2 (239–403), 7.9 µM; Gp32, 8.0 µM Bacteriophage T4 gene 
32; BSA, 8.4 µM bovine serum albumin. 
b Whole yeast RNA, type XI-C (Sigma-Aldrich), when present, was used at 340 ng/µl 
(~1 mM in mononucleotides). This was saturating for the ATPase activity. 
c 6-aminocholestanol was dissolved in DMSO and used at 300 µM. Rows with the 
compound are shown shaded. 
d Mean velocity of the ATPase activity from three or more independent experiments, 
unless otherwise noted. The Standard deviations around the mean are shown. All 
reactions were done in the presence of 10% DMSO. The ATP was used at 1 mM. 
e The ATPase velocity relative to LieIF4A under optimal conditions. The standard 
deviations were calculated from the relative values. 
*Only two independent measurements were made. 
 1	

 We then added a 10-fold molar excess of the purified RecA-like domain 1 (1–238 aa), 2	

which we predicted would sequester the compound, reduce its effective concentration and 3	

thereby partially restore the ATPase activity. Unexpectedly, RecA-like domain 1, by itself, 4	

increased the apparent ATPase activity of LieIF4A in the absence of the compound (2.28 5	

versus 1.89; Table 1). This could have resulted from an activation of LieIF4A by RecA-like 6	

domain 1 or by an intrinsic ATPase activity of domain 1. Nevertheless, domain 1 was able to 7	

restore the ATPase activity of LieIF4A to ~73% (1.67/2.28; Table 1) of the uninhibited 8	

protein in the presence of 6-aminocholestanol, which was consistent with it binding and 9	

sequestering the compound. 10	

 DEAD-box proteins are considered RNA-dependent ATPases that hydrolyze the ATP 11	

in the closed configuration of the two RecA-like domains, which brings all the conserved 12	

motifs in close proximity [6, 7, 12]. Therefore, the "activation" by RecA-like domain 1 was 13	

surprising. We tested this by repeating the ATPase assays but with only domain 1 as a source 14	

of protein. It had ~8% (0.16/1.89) of the ATPase activity of LieIF4A in the absence of RNA 15	

and ~21% (0.40/1.89) in it presence; thus, the increased ATPase activity was entirely due to 16	

the intrinsic ATPase activity of domain 1 (Table 1). However, this result exaggerated the 17	

intrinsic activity because domain 1 was used at a ~10-fold molar excess over LieIF4A. 18	

Consequently, domain 1 had only ~2.1% of the ATPase activity of LieIF4A at equimolar 19	
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concentrations. Under these circumstances, the compound should inhibit the RNA-dependent 1	

ATPase activity of domain 1 as well, which was what we found. The activity was reduced to 2	

that of the level found in the absence of RNA (Table 1). This provided further evidence that 3	

6-aminocholestanol was directly interfering with RNA binding, as expected from the 4	

molecular modeling. 5	

 It remained possible that domain 1 directly affected the activity of LieIF4A but that 6	

this effect was hidden by the intrinsic ATPase activity of domain 1. We tested this with a 7	

variant form of LieIF4A domain 1 (D1-GAT) that had a lysine 76 to alanine mutation in the 8	

phosphate binding loop (P-loop) of motif I. This mutation has no detectable RNA-dependent 9	

ATPase activity when made in the intact protein [20]. When added to LieIF4A, this mutated 10	

domain 1 reduced its activity by ~29% (1.34/1.89) in the absence of the compound (Table 1). 11	

However, the added compound had only a small additional effect (~4% less active; 12	

1.29/1.34), which demonstrated that domain 1 was capable of efficiently sequestering the 13	

molecule. This was consistent with 6-aminocholestanol binding primarily to the open (ligand-14	

free) conformation of LieIF4A, as predicted from the molecular modeling [23]. The full-15	

length LieIF4A protein in the presence of ligands would be expected to be often in the closed 16	

conformation and hence less accessible to the compound. It was unclear why the GAT mutant 17	

of domain 1 by itself inhibited the ATPase activity of LieIF4A, but it was possible that it 18	

interfered with the formation of the catalytically active conformation of the protein. It might 19	

also reduce the effective concentration of the RNA available to LieIF4A even though we used 20	

a large excess of RNA. 21	

 Both RecA-like domains of DEAD-box proteins bind the RNA ligands. Our modeling 22	

predicted that the compound would bind primarily to domain 1 but it might also bind the 23	

RNA site on domain 2. We tested this by repeating the experiments with a 10-fold molar 24	

excess of the purified domain 2 (239–403 aa). Domain 2 by itself reduced the ATPase activity 25	
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of LieIF4A by ~15% (1.60/1.89), which was about half of what we obtained with the domain 1	

1 GAT mutant (Table 1). However, 6-aminocholestanol further reduced the activity, relative 2	

to the wildtype activity (LieIF4A), by only an additional ~28% (85% less 57%). The net 3	

result was that the compound reduced the ATPase activity of LieIF4A with domain 2 4	

(LieIF4A+D2) by only ~33% (57/85), which was much less than the nearly 8-fold inhibition 5	

we obtained in the absence of domain 2. Domain 2 had negligible intrinsic ATPase activity. 6	

Thus, the compound also was able to bind to RecA-like domain 2 but with a lower overall 7	

affinity. 8	

 It remained possible that 6-aminocholestanol was binding nonspecifically on multiple 9	

positions of the protein that were unrelated to the RNA binding site. We tested this by adding 10	

a 10-fold molar excess of bovine serum albumin (BSA), which has no known affinity for 11	

nucleic acids. BSA by itself reduced the ATPase activity of LieIF4A by ~9% (1.72/1.89; 12	

Table 1). However, it had no or only a slight affect on the inhibition by the compound. Thus, 13	

BSA was ineffective at binding the molecule. If 6-aminocholestanol specifically interfered 14	

with RNA binding, then it was possible that other nucleic acid-binding proteins would 15	

sequester the compound and reduce the inhibition of the RNA-dependent ATPase activity of 16	

LieIF4A. We tested this by adding a 10-fold molar excess of bacteriophage T4 gene 32 17	

(Gp32), which is known to bind both single-stranded DNA and RNA, although the latter with 18	

much less affinity [39]. The Gp32 protein by itself had negligible affect on the ATPase 19	

activity of LieIF4A (Table 1). This result, plus the result with BSA, indicated that the more 20	

pronounced inhibition with the individual RecA-like domains, in the absence of the 21	

compound, was the result of more specific interactions between the separate domains and 22	

LieIF4A. In contrast, the ATPase activity of LieIF4A in the presence of 300 µM 6-23	

aminocholestanol was reduced by only ~18% (1.63/1.99) with a 10-fold molar excess of 24	

Gp32. Thus, Gp32 was nearly 50% more effective than domain 2 at sequestering the 25	
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compound, but it was only ~85% (82%/96%) as effective as the domain 1 GAT mutant. This 1	

meant that the RecA-like domain 1 had a higher affinity for the molecule, which was 2	

consistent with it interacting primarily at the site we identified by molecular modeling [23].  3	

 4	

3.4. 6-aminocholestanol inhibits the helicase activity 5	

 The preceding experiments showed that 6-aminocholestanol inhibited the ATPase 6	

activity of LieIF4A by interfering with RNA and perhaps ATP binding. Therefore, it was 7	

likely that the compound would inhibit the helicase activity of LieIF4A as well. We 8	

previously showed that, like most DEAD-box proteins, LieIF4A was capable of displacing 9	

short duplexes that were either 5' or 3' to single-stranded regions; the single-stranded RNA 10	

functioned as loading sites that greatly enhance the enzymatic activity [20]. We used a variant 11	

of the previous system that consisted of a 13-nucleotide-long RNA oligonucleotide, which 12	

was labeled on the 5' end with 32P, hybridized to a 45-nucleotide-long RNA template (Fig. 13	

2a). This duplex was stable under the reaction conditions (Fig. 2c), and it would reform if 14	

disrupted. Consequently, we added a 20-fold excess of a DNA oligonucleotide "trap" that was 15	

complementary to the released 32P-labeled RNA oligonucleotide (Fig. 2b). The resulting 16	

DNA-RNA duplex migrated as smaller product during electrophoresis on a nondenaturing 17	

polyacrylamide gel (Fig. 2c). 18	

 19	
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 1	
 2	

Fig. 2. The helicase activity of LieIF4A. (a) The helicase substrate was made by hybridizing a 3	
13-nucleotide-long RNA (Hyb13) that was labeled on the 5' end with 32P (*) with a 45-4	
nucleotide-long template RNA (K06) that was not labeled. (b) The Hyb13 released during the 5	
helicase reaction was "trapped" by a complementary DNA oligonucleotide (α-Hyb1) that was 6	
presence at 20-fold excess of Hyb13. (c) The duplex was stable under the reaction conditions 7	
in the absence of LieIF4A. However, samples heated to 90 °C formed ≥95% of the Hyb13-α-8	
Hyb1 duplex that migrated faster then the Hyb13-K06 duplex on a 15%, nondenaturing, 9	
polyacrymide gel run at 4 °C. (d) LieIF4A at 250 nM unwinds 50 nM of the duplex in the 10	
presence of 1 mM ATP in a time-dependent fashion (shown in minutes). All reactions were 11	
done in the presence of 10% DMSO. Ori, indicates the position of the bottom of the wells. In 12	
the presence of 100 µM 6-aminocholestanol, a small amount of 32P-Hyb13, or a complex 13	
thereof, migrated as a much higher molecular weight species. (e) An equivalent unwinding 14	
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assay as (d) but with 1000 nM eIF4AIMus. (f) The same experiment as that shown in (d) but 1	
without added ATP. (g) The same experiment as that shown in (e) but without added ATP.  2	
 3	

 We carefully calibrated the concentrations of LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus to give 4	

comparable unwinding activities over the time course of the reaction in the presence of 1 mM 5	

ATP and 10% DMSO. We found that 250 nM of LieIF4A and 1000 nM of eIF4AIMus gave 6	

the best results (Fig. 2d and 2e). We initially tried 300 µM 6-aminocholestanol, but we were 7	

unable to detect any resulting helicase activity. Consequently, we did all the subsequent 8	

experiments with 100 µM of the compound. The compound inhibited the helicase activity of 9	

both LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus but to somewhat different extents (Figs 2d and 2e). Moreover, 10	

the 6-aminocholestanol caused a small amount of 32P-Hyb13, or a complex thereof, to migrate 11	

as a much higher molecular weight species. We added ~0.3% SDS to the loading buffer to 12	

block protein-RNA interactions, but either the 32P-Hyb13 interactions with the protein were 13	

stabilized by the compound or the molecule promoted aggregation of the nucleic acids. We 14	

quantified the bands with a phosphoimager and plotted the percentage of the duplex unwound 15	

with time.  16	

 LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus had different reaction profiles (Fig 3a). In the absence of 6-17	

aminocholestanol, LieIF4A showed a faster initial rate than eIF4AIMus but it tended to plateau 18	

with less duplex unwound. LieIF4A was used at a 4-fold lower concentration, which would 19	

partially explain why eIF4AIMus showed a plateau with more duplex unwound. It also was 20	

possible that LieIF4A was losing enzymatic activity more rapidly than eIF4AIMus during the 21	

course of the reaction. The 6-aminocholestanol inhibited the helicase activity of both proteins. 22	

Comparisons were difficult because only the initial phase of the curves could be used, which 23	

contained limited data. Nevertheless, the compound reduced the helicase reaction velocities of 24	

LieIF4A by 3.3- to 5.6-fold and of eIF4AIMus by 2.6- to 3.4-fold.  25	

 26	
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 1	
Fig. 3. Normalized mean unwinding activity of LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus. All reactions were 2	
done in the presence of 10% DMSO. The mean and standard deviations are shown for three or 3	
more independent experiments. Blue □, LieIF4A; red o, LieIF4A with 100 µM 6-4	
aminocholestanol; black x, eIF4AIMus; green ◊, eIF4AIMus with 100 µM 6-aminocholestanol. 5	
(a) The unwinding activities in the presence of 1 mM ATP. (b) The unwinding activities in the 6	
absence of ATP. 7	
 8	

 We typically do parallel experiments in the absence of ATP because the high protein 9	

concentrations cause ATP-independent unwinding, probably through a mass-action effect. 10	

Indeed, we saw significant unwinding even in the absence of ATP for both LieIF4A and 11	

eIF4AIMus (Fig. 2f and 2g). Oddly, while added 6-aminocholestanol reduced this activity for 12	

LieIF4A, it actually increased the activity for eIF4AIMus in the absence of ATP. We quantified 13	

the bands with a phosphoimager and plotted the percentage of unwinding in Figure 3b. The 14	

compound reduced the activity of LieIF4A by 44% and increased the activity of eIF4AIMus by 15	

43% in an ATP-independent manner. The net result was that eIF4AIMus in the presence of 6-16	

aminocholestanol had as much helicase activity as LieIF4A in the absence of the compound, 17	

although the latter protein was 4-fold less concentrated. It was possible that the compound 18	

stabilized protein-RNA interactions that promoted the ATP-independent unwinding of 19	

eIF4AIMus. This would not be true for LieIF4A because our modeling studies indicated that 20	

the primary binding sites existed in the open complex that would lack helicase activity. Thus, 21	
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LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus appear to have different binding sites and to behave differently to the 1	

presence of the compound. 2	

 As noted above, it was possible that the DMSO used to solubilize the compounds 3	

affected the enzymatic properties of the proteins. This would account for why the Michaelis-4	

Menten values we obtained for the RNA-dependent ATPase assays showed 2-fold higher 5	

binding affinities and ATP hydrolysis rates for LieIF4A than previously determined [20]. We 6	

repeated the helicase experiments of LieIF4A and eIF4IAMus with the K06-Hyb13 RNA 7	

duplex in the presence of 1 mM ATP and the presence or absence of 10% DMSO 8	

(Supplementary data Fig. S1) and quantified the results in Figure 4. We found that the DMSO 9	

significantly enhanced the unwinding reaction of both LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus, but that the 10	

increased activity was more pronounced for LieIF4A. DMSO is a polar aprotic solvent that is 11	

capable of dissolving both polar and nonpolar compounds [40]. It may have destabilized the 12	

RNA duplex, but DMSO is also known to enhance the flexibility of proteins and to enhance 13	

or inhibit enzymatic activities [40-43]. 14	

 15	

 16	
Fig. 4. Normalized mean unwinding activity of LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus ±10% DMSO. 17	
Reactions were done in the presence or absence of 10% DMSO and 1 mM ATP. The mean 18	
and standard deviations are shown for three or more independent experiments. Blue □, 19	
LieIF4A; red o, LieIF4A with 10% DMSO; black x, eIF4AIMus; green ◊, eIF4AIMus with 10% 20	
DMSO. 21	
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 1	

3.5. Molecular modeling, dynamics and docking simulations 2	

 The experimental results we obtained indicated that there were additional binding sites 3	

on LieIF4A that were not previously taken into account [23]. Therefore, we re-analyzed our 4	

molecular dynamics through an exhaustive search for cavities and pockets on the protein 5	

surface in its open and closed conformations, and we re-performed docking simulations of 6-6	

α-aminocholestanol on the identified pockets. We undertook similar analyses on the solved 7	

crystal structure of eIF4AIMus, and as controls on the solved crystal structures of Gp32 and 8	

BSA. 9	

 The identified cavities were then examined for their potential to be effective binding 10	

sites for 6-α-aminocholestanol. A total of 60 cavities were identified that mostly appeared 11	

either on the open or closed forms of LieIF4A, but eleven of these pockets were detected on 12	

both states. We further investigated the distribution of the docking scores obtained on 13	

LieIF4A for each of the 60 pockets. Only eighteen out of the 60 pockets demonstrated at least 14	

one binding mode of the compound with a negative docking score, and they were retained for 15	

further analyses. Of these eighteen, only five demonstrated significant docking scores of -6 16	

kcal/mole or less (Table 2) [33]. Three of these pockets (P11, P19, P29; Fig. 5a–5c) were 17	

found only on the open conformation and two (P26, P39; Fig. 5d, 5e) were only on the closed 18	

form. The pockets P19, P26, P29 and P39 were in the interdomain cleft between the two 19	

RecA-like domains while P11 was in the previously identified pocket in domain 1 [23]. The 20	

docked compounds in all the identified pockets made significant interactions with the 21	

conserved motifs involved in ligand binding, and many of these interactions were overlapping 22	

in the different pockets (Fig. 5, 6). 23	

 24	
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 1	
Fig. 5. Interactions of 6-α-aminocholestanol on the identified pockets of LieIF4A and 2	
eIF4AIMus as determined with LigPlot+. Interactions involving residues in conserved motifs 3	
are as indicated. The red "brushes" represent van der Waals force interactions and the dotted 4	
green lines represent hydrogen bonds. (a) The compound bound in pocket P11 of the open 5	
form of LieIF4A. (b) The compound in pocket P19 of the open form of LieIF4A. (c) The 6	
compound in pocket P29 of the open form of LieIF4A. (d) The compound bound in pocket 7	
P26 of the closed form of LieIF4A. (e) The compound in pocket P39 of the closed form of 8	
LieIF4A. (f) The compound in pocket P14 of the open form of eIF4AIMus. 9	
 10	
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 1	
Fig. 6. Location of the interactions of 6-α-aminocholestanol on LieIF4A and eIF4AIMus. The 2	
linker region between RecA-like domain 1 and domain 2 is indicated with a dotted line. 3	
Interactions of P11 LieIF4A, P19 LieIF4A, P26 LieIF4A and P14 DDX2A (eIF4AIMus) 4	
involve the "open" conformation. Interactions of P29 LieIF4A  and P39 LieIF4A involve the 5	
"closed" conformation. The position of the LieIF4A GAT mutation of domain 1 is as shown. 6	
 7	

 We conducted similar cavity search and docking simulations on the mammalian 8	

ortholog eIF4AI (DDX2A), and we obtained results that indicated a unique potential binding 9	

site with a significant binding energy (P14; Fig. 5f, Fig. 6; Table 2). It was well below the 10	

cutoff value of -6 kcal/mole. Pocket P14 was located in the central part of the inter-domain 11	

cleft. The interactions of its amino acids overlapped with those of the four pockets of the 12	

inter-domain cleft of LieIF4A (Fig. 5, 6). The docking score for eIF4AI P14 was comparable 13	

to those obtained for the LieIF4A pockets (Table 2).  14	

 15	
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Table 2. Docking scores and positions of 6-α-aminocholestanol on proteins. 
Protein Form Pocket Scorea Interact.b %D1c %Link.c %D2c 

LieIF4A open P11 -9.16 12 100 0 0 
LieIF4A open P19 -6.35 10 0 30 70 
LieIF4A open P29 -10.14 15 60 6.7 33.3 
LieIF4A closed P26 -9.04 13 76.9 7.7 15.4 
LieIF4A closed P39 -9.58 11 63.6 9.1 27.3 
DDX2A open P14 -9.19 10 0 10 90 

Gp32 NAd P17 -4.47 10 NA NA NA 
BSA NA P12 -10.7 11 NA NA NA 
BSA NA P18 -8.24 16 NA NA NA 
BSA NA P32 -8.22 12 NA NA NA 
BSA NA P42 -7.56 15 NA NA NA 

a The scores represent the calculated binding energies in kcal/mole. 
b The interactions represent the number of amino acids that form hydrogen bonds and van der 
Waals force interactions with the compound. 
c The fraction of interactions that occur in RecA-like domain 1, RecA-like domain 2 or in the 
linker region between the two domains. 
d Not applicable. 
 1	

 As a control, we made cavity search and simulations on the solved crystal structures of 2	

bacteriophage T4 Gp32 and BSA. The former was an effective competitor for the compound 3	

while the latter was not. We obtained a single binding site on Gp32 with negative binding 4	

energy that was located on the putative nucleic acids binding site, but it was significantly 5	

above the cutoff value of -6 kcal/mole (P14; Supplementary data Fig. S2, Table 2). However, 6	

the solved crystal structure was missing 27.6% of its amino acids; consequently there may 7	

have been other sites on the full-length protein that were not detected by our molecular 8	

simulations. Moreover, the missing amino terminus was close to the binding site, and it might 9	

have enhanced the affinity for the compound. Hence, proteins with nucleic acids binding sites 10	

are potential targets for the compound, and therefore it is important to take into consideration 11	

such off-target effects in screening for more specific inhibitors. 12	

 In contrast, we found four binding pockets on BSA with binding energies that were 13	

well below the cutoff of -6 kcal/mole (Table 2). We used both chains of the solved crystal 14	

structure but only one (P32) of the four pockets was found on both chains. Notably, P32 made 15	

no specific hydrogen bonds with the ligand. Chain B was missing A583 and A584, and both 16	
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chains lacked the first 26 amino-terminal residues. Both chains were largely superimposable, 1	

and the missing amino-acid residues were far from the identified binding pockets. This 2	

suggests that there were subtle differences in the structures, and that the pockets identified 3	

might not be representative of those found in solution. Moreover, the DMSO in the solution 4	

may have more profound affects on the conformation of BSA than for the other proteins. 5	

Indeed, it is known that BSA becomes partially denatured in DMSO [44]. 6	

 7	

4. Discussion 8	

 Trypanosomatids and many fungi have an essential requirement for ergosterol, which 9	

is a 24-alkyl sterol that serves a similar role to cholesterol in membrane fluidity; it is not 10	

utilized in animals [45, 46]. As a consequence, the biosynthetic pathway of ergosterol is a 11	

common target for antifungal and anti-protozoan drugs [47, 48]. Among these candidate 12	

drugs are the epimers 6-α/ß-aminocholestanol and the related 7-α/ß-aminocholestanol that 13	

target the Δ8→Δ7-sterol isomerase [24, 49]. However, we independently found through 14	

molecular modeling, molecular dynamics and docking simulations that 6-aminocholestanol 15	

could target the L. infantum LieIF4A protein, which is a probable ortholog of the translation-16	

initiation factor eIF4A [20, 23]. Moreover, it shows structural similarity to the previously 17	

characterized hippuristanol  that is an allosteric inhibitor of RNA binding in eukaryotic 18	

eIF4A-like proteins that locks the RecA-like domains in a nonproductive closed conformation 19	

[19]. 20	

 We find that 6-aminocholestanol competitively inhibits both ATP and RNA binding to 21	

LieIF4A, and by doing so it inhibits the helicase activity of the protein as well. Our molecular 22	

dynamics, cavity analysis and docking simulations and competition assays with the individual 23	

RecA-like domains indicate that there are multiple binding sites for the compound on 24	

LieIF4A. Moreover, all of the identified binding pockets involve interactions with the 25	
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conserved motifs needed for ligand binding and enzymatic activities. With the exception of 1	

pocket P19, these interactions involve residues that are predominately located on RecA-like 2	

domain 1 (Table 2, Fig. 5, 6). However, only pocket P11 in the open conformation is found 3	

exclusively on domain 1, and this appears to be the primary binding site of the compound. 4	

Although not unique, the preferential binding of 6-aminocholestanol at this site demonstrates 5	

a degree of specificity in the binding. 6	

 In contrast, pocket P19 was exclusively on RecA-like domain 2 and the linker region 7	

between domains. It has a relatively weak docking score (Table 2) and the domain 2 fragment 8	

used in the competition experiments is missing the linker region; nevertheless, the D2 9	

fragment is about 70% as effective as D1-GAT in sequestering the 6-aminochloestanol (after 10	

normalizing for the inhibitory effects of the isolated domains by themselves; Table 2). Hence, 11	

molecular dynamics and docking simulations correctly pointed to the existence of multiple 12	

plausible binding sites for the compound. Nevertheless, the docking scores we obtained are 13	

not closely representative of the actual binding affinities. This is not uncommon for docking 14	

on modeled structures. Moreover, our molecular dynamics simulations did not take into the 15	

account the effects of DMSO, which probably increased the protein flexibility. 16	

 The best docking score obtained is with pocket P29 in the open conformation. It 17	

makes extensive interactions with the Q motif, which is important for adenine recognition 18	

[50]. However, this pocket lacked the interactions with the critical 6-position amino group, 19	

which conferred ~11-fold higher inhibition than the equivalent compound with 6-position 20	

keto [23]. Consequently, it may have played a secondary role in the inhibitory effects of the 21	

compound. Likewise, it is unclear from our experiments what role(s) pockets P26 and P39 22	

may play in the closed conformation (Fig. 5d, 5e). However, it should be noted that many of 23	

the pockets involve interactions with the same amino acids (Fig. 6). 24	
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 Our cavity analysis and docking simulations revealed only a single binding pocket on 1	

the open conformation of eIF4AIMus, which was based on the solved crystal structure (Fig. 2	

5f). Molecular modeling, molecular dynamics and docking simulations of the closed 3	

conformation might reveal additional sites. Nevertheless, the binding site we found is similar 4	

to that proposed for the allosteric inhibitor hippuristanol, which is thought to lock the RecA-5	

like domains into an altered closed conformation [19]. We find that 6-aminocholestanol 6	

significantly enhances the ATP-independent unwinding activity of eIF4AIMus, which suggests 7	

that it too can lock the protein in an aberrantly closed conformation. Although hippuristanol 8	

and 6-aminocholestanol are both hydroxycholestanol derivatives, there are significant 9	

differences in their structures. Thus, in the future it may be useful to screen from a wide 10	

variety of hydroxycholestanol derivatives to select for those most specific for the eIF4A 11	

protein of the organism of interest. 12	

 The 6-aminocholestanol epimers were previously identified as antifungal agents 13	

because they could interfere with ergosterol biosynthesis [24]. Here, we find that they bind to 14	

and inhibit DEAD-box proteins as well. Nevertheless, these compounds interact with proteins 15	

in different ways and with different affects on their enzymology in accordance with previous 16	

results [23]. We demonstrated that they differently affect the mammalian and Leishmania 17	

proteins due to their different binding sites and affinities. Moreover, we note the occurrence 18	

of multiple compound-binding sites with major one(s) on LieIF4A RecA-like domain 1. We 19	

find it encouraging that the observation that 6-aminocholestanol binds certain sites with a 20	

higher affinity than others demonstrates a degree of specificity that can potentially be 21	

optimized by modifying the functionalities on the chemical backbone of the 22	

hydroxycholestanol. This will be facilitated once we have a solved crystal structure of 23	

LieIF4A with the bound compound, which is work currently in progress. Therefore, it is 24	

possible to screen for derivatives of these agents that selectively target DEAD-box proteins 25	
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from different organisms even when implicated in the same biological process. We hope that 1	

this work will foster further research in this domain. 2	
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